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Abstract10

Geochemical models of crustal melting generating granitic melt is hampered by the following limitations: (1) 11

major and trace elements are largely disconnected; (2) the variations due to the changes in P-T conditions are 12

difficult to take into account; (3) the role of accessory minerals, with high partition coefficients for some 13

elements, is seldom modeled. Here, we propose an improved model addressing these three issues; it is based on 14

thermodynamical modeling of partially molten rock (pseudosections) and extraction of melt major elements and 15

modal proportions from the pseudosection. The modal proportion are then used to calculate the melt trace 16

elements contents, taking into account the solubility of accessory minerals. 17

The predicted compositions are compared with experimental melts and natural granites; there is a reasonable fit 18

for major elements with experiments, but the lack of data for trace elements hinders further comparison. For real 19

granites, a large part of natural rocks have compositions that do not match the pure melts, suggesting that a 20

granite can not be simply equated to a silicate melt but also contains other components.21

22
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Introduction25

Whereas igneous rocks are ultimately generated by partial melting of a solid source, their final 26

composition does not correspond to the composition of the primary melt, because of 27

subsequent melt evolution (e.g., fractional crystallization) or contamination (assimilation of 28

wall-rocks). An exception to this might be represented by granitic rocks, that are felsic and of 29

a composition close to the eutectic, suggesting that their composition might not be too remote 30

from the primary melt that gave rise to them. This is due to the comparatively low 31

temperature of granitic magmas (making wall-rock assimilation less efficient) and their high 32

viscosity (hindering fractional crystallization). In addition, field evidences in the form of 33

migmatites demonstrate that liquids of broadly granitic composition, not too different from 34

the “plutonic” granites, are indeed formed in high-grade terrains. It seems, therefore, that 35

equating granites to primary melts is a valid first-order approximation.36

37

 This made experimental petrology a valuable tool to investigate granite’s origin, as it is 38

possible to establish a direct link between the original melt and the final granitic rock, even if 39

the magma underwent some modifications before its final solidification.40

On the other hand, this simplifying hypothesis also rendered trace elements modeling of 41

granitoids feasible (Clarke 1992; Martin 1987; Solgadi, et al. in press), as a good 42

approximation can be achieved by using simple batch melting equations (Allègre and Minster 43

1978; Rollinson 1993). “Classical” melting models are used to test hypothesis on the sources 44

and melting processes, by calculating the trace elements content of a melt generated from a 45

source of known trace elements characteristics, and equilibrated with a solid residuum of 46

known modal composition; the resulting model is then compared to the studied rocks. 47

48

While powerful and generally giving good results, this approach has several shortcomings:49
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1. The models are “unaware” of the P-T conditions of melting. Indeed, in most or all 50

such models, the modal composition of the restite is either assumed, or constrained by 51

mass balance, by “substracting” the melt composition from the source rock; the restite 52

composition is then recalculated in terms of mineral proportions. This approach, 53

however, needs to make assumptions on the mineral chemistry of the restitic phases –54

yet, mineral compositions do show a large diversity, as a function of the system’s bulk 55

composition, and of the P-T conditions. In addition, geochemical models more or less 56

implicitely use a fixed composition restite over a large range of melt fractions; yet, 57

variations of melt fractions within a given system do correspond to variations of the P-58

T conditions, which in turn must imply changes in the mineral chemistry and/or 59

assemblage of the restite. 60

2. Major and trace elements systematics are decoupled. Since the major elements 61

composition of the restite is a function of P, T and melt fraction, it is not easy to model 62

using a reasonably simple set of equations. In contrast, the trace elements behaviour is 63

largely independent of the details of the mineral chemistry; therefore, trace elements 64

are far easier to model, and most geochemical studies are restricted to them. 65

66

These first two points effectively result in the study of granite geochemistry to be split in two 67

largely disconnected approaches, with no common ground: geochemist discuss the trace 68

element evolution of the melts, with no reference to P-T conditions and few insights on major 69

elements composition, while experimental petrologists describe the major elements 70

composition of the melts as a function of P-T conditions. Attempts to couple thermodynamics 71

and trace elements geochemistry (such as the very elegant formulation of Bohrson and Spera 72

(2001); Spera and Bohrson (2001)) do not really solve this problem either: in Spera’s “EC-73

AFC” and derivative models (Bohrson and Spera 2003; Spera and Bohrson 2001; Spera and 74

Bohrson 2004), major elements are not modeled, the melt fraction is taken as a simple 75
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function of the temperature (with no consideration for the minerals potentially stable in the 76

source) and the trace element contents of the anatectic melts is calculated using ad-hoc 77

partition coefficients rather than from mineral proportions.78

79

3. Accessory minerals are poorly, if at all, taken into account. When trace elements 80

become abundant, typically in crustal melts, they tend to form mineral phases of their 81

own, such as zircon, monazite or allanite. This strongly complicates trace elements 82

modeling, since elements such as Zr do not behave as trace elements relative to these 83

phases, and the classical approach based on partition coefficients (Kd) can not be used 84

to model the trace element behaviour in this case. Furthermore, even a small amount 85

of these minerals will dramatically affect the trace elements balance of the melt: 0.1 86

wt% of zircon, for instance, would contain the equivalent of 500 ppm of Zr in the 87

melt, more than the typical Zr content in a granite! Classically, accessory minerals are 88

treated in a more or less empirical way in geochemical models, by arbitrarily adding 89

minute amounts of these phases in the residuum and using approximate Kd. This is, 90

however, not a completely satisfactory approach –especially bearing in mind that the 91

solubility of accessory phases in granitic melts is a function of T and melt major 92

elements chemistry (Montel 1993; Pichavant, et al. 1992; Watson and Harrison 1983), 93

providing a strong link between P-T conditions and trace elements, on one hand, and 94

major and trace elements, on the other hand; this link is seldom taken into account in 95

trace elements models.96

97

The aim of this work is to fill the existing gap in geochemical models of granitic melts and to 98

try and address the above-mentionned shortcomings. Here, I propose a model able to predict 99

the major and trace elements composition of a granitic melt, formed from a source of given 100

(major and trace) composition, as a function of the P-T conditions. As a “proof of concept”, 101
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I’m working with S-type melts (partial melts of metasediments, at P < 10 kbar), because they 102

represent the compositions for which the most comprehensive dataset is available. 103

Nevertheless, I strongly contend that, in principle, this approach is of more general 104

application and can be used, with appropriate modifications, to other melts. Whether it would 105

have some predictive value for different magmatic rocks would depend, of course, of whether 106

they can realistically be regarded as primary melts or not.107

In addition, I also show how such a model could be applied to interpret the geochemistry of 108

actual S-type granites. While the goal of this study is chiefly to describe and make available a 109

tool, some interesting conclusions can be drawn from the comparison between melts and the 110

“corresponding” plutonic rocks.111

112

Construction of the model113

The approach proposed here is able to calculate trace elements contents in a melt, given the 114

modal proportions of the system, the major elements composition of the melt and the trace 115

elements content in the source. It can, therefore, be applied to a variety of case; for instance, it 116

could be applied to “raw” experimental data, using the modal proportions and the glass 117

analysis of a charge at the end of a run. It can also be applied to interpolated experimental 118

data over the P-T space, as was done in Moyen and Stevens (2006). 119

In this paper, however, I choose a slightly different route; the modal and major elements data 120

are modeled from the thermodynamical properties of melt and minerals. While slightly less 121

directly constrained than simple experimental data, this approach has shown to give results 122

consistent with observations (Holland and Powell 1998; Holland and Powell 2001; White et 123

al. 2001), which is expected since the thermodynamical database of  Holland and Powell 124

(1998) used here is calibrated with experimental data. It also has the great advantage to be 125
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completely independent from the published experiments, allowing to investigate a large range 126

both of starting compositions and of P-T conditions.127

Modal proportions and melt major elements128

The repartition of major elements in metamorphic (and partially molten) rocks is controlled 129

by the thermodynamical properties of the mineral (and melt) phases. For a given bulk 130

composition, it is possible to build a “pseudosection” showing the stable mineral (s.l.) phases 131

in the P-T space, together with their composition. This model needs (1) numerical routines 132

making these calculations, generally by minimization of Gibbs free energy; (2) a database of 133

mineral and melts thermodynamical properties.134

Construction of pseudosections135

In this study, the program used is “PERPLE_X” (Conolly 2005; Conolly and Petrini 2002). 136

PERPLE_X uses grided minimization on a regularly spaced grid, and allows the extraction of 137

modal compositions and mineral chemistry on a P-T grid. 138

Several mineral databases can be used, depending on the system to be modeled; a large 139

number of mineral models are indeed supplied with PERPLE_X. Here, I’m focusing on the 140

melting of metasedimentary lithologies, and therefore decided to use the database of Holland 141

and Powell (1998). The melt model is from Holland and Powell (2001), expanded by White et 142

al.  (2001). It is technically applicable only to leucocratic melts, but this is a reasonable 143

approximation over most of the realistic P-T conditions  for crustal melting (Thompson 1996). 144

145

This stage of the model is the most critical; indeed, the choice of the mineral and melt models 146

will completely define both the melt major elements composition, and the mineral modal 147

proportions, which have the bigger impact on the melt trace elements contents. Calculations 148

have been made in the Na2O-K2O-CaO-Al2O3-FeO-MgO-SiO2-H2O system, for which good 149

thermodynamic models exist; this means that MnO, P2O5 and TiO2 are not modeled. 150
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This is not critical for MnO (which substitutes nearly perfectely for Fe). It is a minor problem 151

for P2O5, since phosphates are high-Kd phases for trace elements, but this is largely dealt with 152

the further incorporation of monazite and xenotime solubility in the model. It is potentially a 153

major issue for TiO2, because Ti is known to impact biotite stability (Stevens, et al. 1997); 154

therefore, both the melt proportions and the melt major elements contents might be flawed. In 155

addition, ilmenite has relatively high partition coefficients for a number of trace elements, and 156

needs to be at least partially taken into account. Therefore, I adopted the procedure outlined in 157

the following paragraph to estimate the ilmenite amount in the residuum.158

159

Corrections for Ti- and Ti-bearing minerals160

Since Ti-bearing phases can play a significant role, but are only poorly accounted for in the 161

thermodynamical mineral model, it was necessary to device a correction for estimating the Ti 162

contents. This was done by a simple mass balance, considering three possible “sinks” for TiO2163

in the studied system: the melt (but only a limited amount of titanium can be dissolved in the 164

melt, as evidenced by the low TiO2 values of experimental glasses (Stevens, Clemens and 165

Droop 1997)); the biotite (whose TiO2 content can vary from 1 to 4 %, and was here taken as 166

2 %, which seems to be a reasonable value in experimental biotites derived from common 167

metasedimentary sources (Patiño-Douce and Beard 1996; Patiño-Douce and Harris 1998; 168

Patiño-Douce and Johnston 1991; Pickering and Johnston 1998; Stevens, Clemens and Droop 169

1997; Vielzeuf and Holloway 1988)); and Ti-oxydes (equated to ilmenite for simplicity, 170

although other titaniferous minerals can occur). Experiments (listed previously) have shown 171

ilmenite to be stable up to ca. 1050 °C. Above that temperature (which, in metasediments, is 172

well above the biotite-out), the TiO2 resides completely in the melt. 173

Below that temperature, the TiO2 contents in the melt was considered to be controlled by a 174

solubility equation, which was taken as 175

05.0)77( 22  SiOTiO  (eq. 1)176
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This equation corresponds to the best fit line of natural leucogranites and experimental melts 177

together in SiO2 vs. TiO2 binary diagrams. 178

When ilmenite is stable, the following procedure was therefore followed:179

(1) the amount of TiO2 present in the biotite is calculated;180

(2) The “pseudo-Ti saturation” of the melt is computed from equation (1);181

(3) If the remaining TiO2 (after Biotite was formed) excesses this value, the excess 182

titanium is used to build ilmenite; if not, the melt is undersaturated in titanium 183

and no ilmenite is formed (this situation is never or rarely seen with normal 184

lithologies).185

186

187

Trace elements contents of the melt188

The trace elements part of the model draws on the inspirational work of Montel (Montel 189

1996), whose procedure is largely followed. The melt’s trace element contents depends, in 190

theory, on the melt fraction, the modal proportions of the restitic minerals, and the mineral-191

melt partition coefficients (Allègre and Minster 1978; Shaw 1970), and equation such as 192

Shaw’s (Shaw 1970) can be used:193

194

195

)1.(

1

0 FDFC

Cl


 (eq. 2)196

197

where Cl is the composition in the liquid, C0 in the source; D the bulk repartition coefficient 198

and F the melt fraction (Rollinson 1993). D is 199


i

i
i
DXKD (eq. 3)200
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(with Xi: proportion of mineral i in the residue; Kdi: partition coefficient of an element 201

between melt and mineral i).202

This equation is convenient to use, because it relies solely on the knowledge of the mineral 203

proportions in the solid restite, and is independent of any other considerations (stoechiometry 204

of the melting reaction, initial mineral proportions, etc.). However, it implies complete 205

equilibrium between the melt and the restite, and is applicable only in that case. Since this is 206

already the assumption made for pseudosection calculation, anyway, this equation was used.207

It must be pointed out that, despite the fact that solid-melt equilibrium is probably an 208

approximation for natural systems, it gives reasonably good results, probably owing to the 209

following reasons: (1) during crustal melting, slow heating and restricted heat availability 210

result in long residence time before extraction, making equilibrium or near-equilibrium 211

feasible; (2) other equations in existence for modeling trace elements during melting do not 212

hugely depart from the values predicted by Shaw’s equation, except for small melt fractions213

(Allègre and Minster 1978; Rollinson 1993). Here however, the typical melt fractions are 20-214

50 %, and at these values the choice of the melting equation is largely irrelevant.215

216

However, things are slightly more complicated for crustal melts, because of the potential 217

presence of accessory phases such as zircon (ZrSiO4), monazite ([LREE,Th]PO4)  or 218

xenotime ([HREE,Y]PO4 ) in the restite. These minerals do have “trace” elements in their 219

formula, and, as outlined in the introduction, cannot be modeled using the Kd-based approach. 220

Common practice is to treat them empirically –by using “pseudo-partition coefficients” and 221

adding, by trial and error, “appropriate” amounts of them in the residuum to arrive to realistic 222

melt compositions.223

224

There is, however, a more correct approach, based on the solubility of accessory phases in 225

granitic melts. Experimental studies (Montel 1993; Pichavant, Montel and Richard 1992; 226
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Watson and Harrison 1983) show that only a limited amount of accessory minerals can be 227

dissolved in granitic melts (depending on the temperature and the chemistry of the melt). 228

Therefore, it is possible to calculate a melt composition (without accessories); check it against 229

the saturation value for the relevant minerals; and ascribe the excess trace element to the 230

accessory phase.231

Accessory minerals solubility equations232

Mineralogical studies in granites show that two main associations of accessory minerals are 233

represented (Cuney and Friedrich 1987): zircon, apatite, monazite and xenotime in S-type 234

granites, and zircon, apatite, sphene and allanite in I-types. In this study, focusing on S-type 235

melts, we consider zircon, monazite and xenotime; apatite is left apart, because of the 236

relatively low amounts of P2O5 in crustal rocks, and the high solubility of apatite in aluminous 237

melts (Pichavant, Montel and Richard 1992). Furthermore, apatite has partition coefficients 238

for REE which are orders of magnitude below the monazite’s and xenotime’s coefficients 239

(Montel 1996), and therefore is likely to have a comparatively minor role.240

241

The following minerals models have been used, following Montel (1996):242

- For zircon, the model used is from Watson and Harrison (1983) , with a modification: 243

both Zr and Hf are used to build zircon. Zr and Hf are assumed not to be fractionated 244

during zircon formation, i.e. (Zr/Hf)zircon = (Zr/Hf)melt = (Zr/Hf)total.245

- Monazite is modeled after Montel (1993), with Th being also used to build monazite; 246

a term W/R of -572 K (Montel 1996) is used to model the Th fractionation into 247

monazite.248

- No model is published for xenotime; as suggested by Montel (1996), we used the 249

same model as for monazite, forming xenotime from HREE (Tb, Dy, Er, Yb, Lu) and 250

Y, without any fractionnation between these elements. Xenotime is actually seldom if 251

at all needed in the model, because HREE contents, being generally one to two orders 252
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of magnitude lower than LREE contents, are commonly to low to allow xenotime 253

formation. The use of this rather poorly constrained model is therefore not 254

problematic.255

Calculation procedure256

Again following Montel (1996), the following procedure is used for each node of the P-T grid 257

(Figure 1):258

(1) An initial estimation of trace elements contents (without accessories) is 259

calculated from the pseudosection-predicted modal proportions, and a set of 260

partition coefficients. I used the internally consistent set of Montel (1996) , 261

which has been developed precisely for this application, and has the advantage 262

to give consistent values for all elements and all minerals, whereas most 263

published Kd sets (see review in Rollinson (1993)) are generally only partial, 264

addressing either a restricted set of elements or a limited number of minerals.265

(2) For each accessory mineral, a saturation value is calculated from the equations 266

described above. If the melt content exceeds the saturation value, the excess 267

concentration is ascribed to the appropriate accessory phase (zircon for Zr and 268

Hf, monazite for LREE and Th, xenotime for HREE and Y).269

(3) The accessory minerals are now included in the modal composition, and this 270

corrected composition is used to recalculate a melt trace element composition; 271

the procedure is followed again from step 1 onwards until the models 272

converges to a stable value (typically 5-30 iterations). This recursive procedure 273

is needed, because accessory phases have high partition coefficients for trace 274

elements other than the one used to build them, and therefore do affect the melt 275

contents in other elements.276

277
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(4) When the model has reached a stable value, the final accessory proportions and 278

trace elements contents are extracted. Trace elements not constituting an 279

accessory phase in themselves (LILE, HFSE, transition metals) are calculated 280

from the modal proportions as in step 1. For trace elements constituting an 281

accessory mineral, the final composition is either the saturation value 282

calculated in step 2, or the value evaluated in step 1 –whichever is lowest.283

284

Practically, the model is developed using Microsoft Excel; the recursive stage is treated using 285

the “iteration” function. The resulting file is a large (ca. 50 Mo for a 50x50 grid!) file; 286

iterative calculations when changing a sensitive parameter (e.g. LREE or HREE content of the 287

source) takes several minutes on a modern computer. Data is outputted in a dedicated sheet, 288

that can be then used for graphical representation; in this case, it was exported to R/GCDkit289

(Janousek, et al. 2006). The corresponding file is attached to this paper as Electronic 290

Supplementary Material item #1.291

292

Comparison between numerical model and experimental melt293

294

A check of the validity of the model can be obtained by calculating the melts theoretically 295

produced from a source with the same composition as those used in experimental studies. 296

Here, 7 source materials were used (Table 1). Unfortunately, no trace element data exist for 297

experimental melts from metasediments, and therefore this comparison is limited to major 298

elements.299

300

Melt fractions (F) predicted by the model match very satisfactorily the experimental F values 301

(Figure 2), regardless of the source composition. This outlines the strong control exerted by 302
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the amount of water present in the system, and the water solubility in the melts, on the melt 303

fraction, and is very adequately predicted by the melt model (Holland and Powell 2001; 304

White, Powell and Holland 2001)305

306

Major elements systematic of the modeled melts mimics reasonably well the experimental 307

data. All liquids (experimental and modeled) are strongly leucocratic and peraluminous 308

(Figure 3a),. The K/Na ratios are more variable, reflecting the source’s ratios. For a given 309

source however, there is reasonable agreement between models and experimental liquids 310

(Figure 3b).311

312

Individual element compositions (at 10 kbar) were investigated for two contrasted sources: a 313

pelitic source (Carino gneisses (Vielzeuf and Holloway 1988) ) and a grauwacky source (CEV314

(Montel and Vielzeuf 1997)). Elements variations as a function of T show common features 315

for both lithologies. The model is able to adequately predict the absolute amounts of some 316

elements (H2O, SiO2, CaO, Na2O, K2O); even more significantly, it is able to reproduce their317

evolution with increasing temperature. FeO, MgO and TiO2 are in good, but not excellent, 318

agreement. For Ti, this outlines the unsatisfactory nature of our saturation estimates, and the 319

need for thermodynamical mineral and melts models in systems including Ti. The imperfect 320

fit for iron and magnesium is not unexpected, since the model is specifically built for 321

leucocratic melts –which the experimental glasses aren’t, featuring up to 3-7 wt% FeO+MgO.322

Actually, the result is better than could be expected (or feared).323

Finally, surprisingly enough, the model predicts rather poorly the Al2O3 contents in the melts, 324

especially in the grauwacky system. This probably has to do with the problem with the biotite 325

model, outlined below.326

327
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It is also worth noting that the model worsens with increasing temperature; again, this is not 328

surprising, since the White et al. (2001) model is explicitly designed to deal with leucocratic, 329

relatively low temperature, melts.330

331

The match for the phase boundaries is more difficult to check; indeed, experimental studies 332

commonly focus on a relatively small temperature window, in which no or few phase 333

boundaries are encountered. Whenever a comparison is possible, the phase boundaries 334

modeled match only poorly the experimental limits, with differences of commonly > 100 °C. 335

The numerical model (based on the database of Holland and Powell (1998) ) under-estimates 336

biotite stability, which it predicts to disappear between 760 and 840 °C at 10 kbar, whereas 337

the observed boundary is at 820-975 °C (and even more for some orthogneissic assemblage 338

made of biotite-plagioclase-quartz (Skjerlie and Johnston 1993)). Garnet stability is 339

overestimated, with the garnet-out line being predicted at 1100-1150 °C, and observed at 975-340

1100 °C (at 10 kbar). Yet, 975 °C is already a quite extreme value for geological conditions, 341

and it is likely that little or no granitic melts are really generated above this temperature. 342

Therefore, all natural granites must coexist with garnet, and this is predicted by the model 343

regardless of the actual position of the garnet-out boundary. Plagioclase is predicted to be 344

stable up to 1000-1050 °C, but its disappeance is rarely observed in experimental charges, 345

generally not investigating this sort of temperatures. In amphibolites (Moyen and Stevens 346

2006), plagioclase is stable up to 1100 °C in fluid absent system; the predicted value might 347

therefore not be too far of the mark. The sillimanite stability is correctely modeled, when it’s 348

present, probably owing to the better knowledge of the thermodynamical properties of 349

aluminosilicates (Bell 1963). Consequently, the observed discrepancies do probably not 350

greatly impact the melt model (except for Al2O3); this is in agreement with the above 351

observations on major elements melt composition.352
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This suggests that the less well constrained component in the database (Holland and Powell 353

1998; Holland and Powell 2001; White, Powell and Holland 2001) is not the melt model, but 354

rather the model for some of the solid phases, biotite especially. This may comes from the fact 355

that the melt compositions in pelitic systems do not show large variations, and are close to 356

eutectic compositions (at least for temperatures not too extreme); melt compositions are 357

therefore well constrained. Melt fractions are also constrained by the amount of water in the 358

system; this implies that the bulk composition of the restite is approximately correct, but the 359

model « chooses » an incorrect mineral assemblage to accommodate it in the restite.360

361

362

Controls on the melt chemistry363

364

Influence of the major elements composition of the source365

366

As stated above, the difference in major elements compositions between liquids from different 367

sources resides mostly in their K-Na-Ca systematics, which reflects the source’s composition.368

369

In terms of trace elements, for which no experimental data exist, some scatter does appear, as 370

a function of the source. Fig. 5 shows the modeled composition, using different sources, and 371

comparing solely melts formed between 800 and 900 °C and 7 and 10 kbar, i.e. melts formed 372

by biotite fluid-absent melting in lower-crust conditions, the most likely setting for S-types 373

formation. The source composition affects the REE pattern in two ways:374

(1) the HREE (Yb, Y, and therefore La/Yb) content of the melts is controlled mostly by 375

the amount of garnet in the residuum. Garnet being a product of the biotite 376
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incongruent melting reaction, it is more abundant in melts from a « pelitic » source, 377

i.e. one with high Al2O3 contents ; 378

(2) the presence, or absence, of an Eu anomaly is controlled by the plagioclase amount in 379

the residuum ; it turns out to be controlled by the initial plagioclase :K-feldspar 380

content of the source, or its Ca+Na/K ratio.381

It is worth noting that, at these temperatures, monazite is normally not stable ; therefore, it 382

plays no role  in REE systematic.383

384

385

Based on REE distribution, two groups of models appear : the liquids derived from « pelitic » 386

sources ( the Carino gneiss from Vielzeuf and Holloway (1988) and the muscovite schist MS 387

from Patiño-Douce and Harris (1998)) display poorly fractionated REE patters with a 388

pronounced Eu anomaly ; the « greywacke » sources (CEV from Montel and Vielzeuf (1997), 389

MBS from Patiño-Douce and Harris (1998) and HQ-36 from Patiño-Douce and Johnston390

(1991)), in contrast, produce a strongly fractionated REE pattern with no Eu anomaly. The 391

source HP from Pickering and Johnston (1998) is somehow intermediate, with a poorly 392

fractionated REE pattern but no Eu anomaly, corresponding to its intermediate composition, 393

both Al rich but with low Na+Ca/K ratio.394

395

Other trace elements show very little source-induced variations ; the differences observed 396

between different (modelled) melts mostly relate to increasing melt fractions. 397

398

399

Controls on the melt’s trace elements contents: major minerals400

401
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As pointed in the above discussion, the main control on the melt’s chemistry is the nature of 402

the solid residuum equilibrating with it. In general, for one single element, one phase with 403

high partition coefficient plays a major role, whereas the other minerals are subordinate 404

(Figure 7). This is, for instance, the case for Rb, whose repartition is controlled mostly by 405

biotite, with a sudden increase in Rb contents on the biotite-out line (Figure 7a). Likewise, Sr 406

is controlled by the progressive breakdown of plagioclase (Figure 7b); the relatively 407

progressive nature of plagioclase destruction (the albitic end-member being progressively 408

incoroporated  in the melt, while the remaining plagioclase becomes increasingly calcic 409

(Clemens and Vielzeuf 1987; Gardien, et al. 1995) ) results in a smooth augmentation of Sr 410

contents with temperature. 411

412

Yb shows a slightly more complicated pattern (Figure 7h). It is controlled by garnet 413

abundance, and the garnet-out line corresponds to a steep increase in Yb contents (1100°c at 414

10 kbar). However, an other less important “step” is observed at a lower temperature (900°C 415

at 10 kbar), corresponding to the moment where the garnet abundance starts decreasing –i.e., 416

the moment where the melting reaction changes, and the peritectic products of the early, 417

relatively low temperature reactions are in turn incorporated in the melt. This transition is also 418

observed for La (Figure 7f) and, to a lesser degree, Zr (Figure 7d); for these elements, a slight 419

decrease of the contents is observed, corresponding to the incorporation in the melt of La- and 420

Zr- poor pahses (garnet and orthopyroxene), effectively diluting these elements in the melt.421

422

Controls on the melt trace elements content: accessory minerals423

424

As predicted, the accessory phases play a very significant role for the elements that they 425

accommodate: monazite for the LREE and zircon for Zr and Hf. This is evidenced in Figure 426
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6c-d and e-f, comparing the calculations with and without taking into account the accessory 427

phases.428

429

Without accessories, the distribution of these elements is simply controlled by a dilution 430

surface, with the contents decreasing as 1/F, and yielding a more or less hyperbolic curve as a 431

function of T. With accessories, however, this surface is truncated at a certain “height”, 432

corresponding to the saturation value. At higher temperatures (= lower concentrations), the 433

dilution suface is observed. At lower temperature however, decreasing solubility of monazite 434

or zircon in the melt results in decreasing contents of LREE and Zr (and increasing amounts 435

of the relevant accessory phase in the residuum). The surface below the disappearance of the 436

accessories is a saturation surface (Montel 1993; Montel 1996). This produces a “ridge” in the 437

P-T-concentration surfaces, below which the melt is saturated in resp. Zr or LREE, while 438

above it is undersaturated.439

440

This, however, is not true anymore if one of the major phases partitions strongly the element. 441

Figure 6g-h compares the melt composition for Yb, with and without accessories. Despite the 442

fact that Yb is strongly partitioned into both zircon (KdZrc/Yb = 516) and monazite (KdMnz/Yb  = 443

440), the difference between the two calculations is marginal (about 10-15 %). Here, the high 444

Kd’s for the accessory minerals is overcome  by the effect of the volumetrically important 445

phases (garnet, in that case): despite a Kd which is one order of magnitude lower in garnet 446

(KdGrt/Yb = 38), garnet is 100-1000 times more abundant than the accessories, resulting in an 447

effect orders of magnitude more important. 448

Therefore, the control exerted on Zr and LREE by resp. zircon and monazite is significant 449

solely because no major mineral has significant Kd’s for these elements.450

451
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Influence of the trace elements concentration of the source452

453

The trace elements contents of the source do control the melt’s concentrations, as could be 454

expected (Fig. 7). However, for the accessory mineral controlled elements, this effect is 455

somehow compensated by the role of accessory phases, that buffer the melt’s compositions.456

Several situations are therefore possible (Fig. 7, top):457

- When an accessory mineral controls the trace element content, the source composition 458

has little or no influence on the melt’s chemistry (e.g., La at low temperature);459

- When no accessory controls the composition (La at high temperature, Yb), the 460

composition is controlled by the source, and obviously the concentrations contrast 461

between melts from two different sources reflect the source’s differences. However, 462

when the element is strongly depleted in the melt (e.g., Yb in garnet stability field, 463

750—950°), the absolute difference between melts from two sources is smaller (even 464

if the concentration ratio stays the same). In this region, for practical purposes the 465

source effect is minimal, and the melt’s composition is effectively controlled by the 466

restite composition.467

468

When considering elemental ratios (Fig. 7, below), classically used as good geochemical 469

tracers, it should be noted that, while the source composition does have some influence on the 470

melt’s ratios, variations due to the restite composition are at least one order of magnitude 471

more important than the source-induced variations, except in some restricted sets of P—T 472

conditions. Actually, ratios such as La/Yb are strongly fractionated by the melting process, 473

and do reflect only marginally the source chemistry. That ratio is a far better indicator of the 474

P—T conditions of melting (cf. following section).475

476
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Compositional variations in the P-T space477

478

An interesting feature of this model is that the trace element geochemistry of the melts does 479

show very consistent variations over the P-T space, suggesting that to some degree the melt 480

chemistry could be used as an indicator of the P-T conditions of genesis. This is fairly 481

obvious with REE (fig. 8); indeed, the light REE (La-Nd) contents is largely controlled by the 482

presence or absence of monazite, and hence by the temperature, whereas the heavy REE (Gd-483

Lu) content depends on the presence or absence of garnet and is largely a pressure indicator.484

485

Therefore, the REE patterns of the melts (fig. 8) broadly fall in 4 groups. At low temperature 486

and low pressure, monazite is stable but not garnet, resulting in poorly fractionated REE 487

pattersn depleted in LREE but not in HREE. At higher pressure, garnet is present and the REE 488

pattern show overall low values, both for LREE and HREE. At higher temperatures, above 489

monazite-out, the low pressure melts show a LREE and HREE rich pattern, while the high 490

pressure melts (which probably correspond to the most common granite production situation) 491

give fractionated, LREE enriched and HREE depleted patterns, that are not unlike the 492

Archaean TTG’s patterns (Martin 1994; Moyen and Stevens 2006), for the same reason: 493

garnet is a major phase in the residuum.494

495

Comparison with natural S-type granites496

497

S-type granites are generally regarded as being, at least in part, partial melts of sediments; it is 498

therefore necessary to compare the modeled melts with real S-types. I compiled > 350 499

analysis, from the Archaean to the Miocene. The most abundant samples in the database are 500

granites from the French Hercynian Belt (195 samples (Downes, et al. 1990; Downes and 501
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Duthou 1988; Euzen 1993; Georget 1986; Williamson, et al. 1992) ); the panafrican Cape 502

Granite suite of South Africa (45 samples (Scheepers 1995) ); the Proterozoic Harney Peak 503

leucogranite in Dakota (36 samples (Nabelek, et al. 1992) ); and the Miocene himalayan 504

leucogranites (33 samples, (Ayres and Harris 1997; Inger and Harris 1993; Scaillet, et al. 505

1990) ). The granitoids are both from the “biotite-cordierite” and the “muscovite-biotite” 506

(occasionally muscovite-tourmaline) type (Barbarin 1999).507

508

There is little match between the modeled melt and the natural examples of S-types granites 509

(Figure 9a-d), neither for major nor trace elements. For major elements, this misfit had 510

already been noted (Montel 1996; Montel and Vielzeuf 1997; Stevens, et al. 2007), the 511

experimental melts being always leucocratic when compared to their natural counterparts. 512

Here, we show, in addition, that the pure melts are also rather different from the granites in 513

terms of trace elements systematic. 514

515

This difference is very significant, and cannot only be ascribed to imperfections of the model. 516

For instance, for LREE, the model predicts that the liquids should be enriched relative to the 517

source (except in the low temperature domain of monazite stability), corresponding to an 518

incompatible behavior of these elements. This is also what geochemical “common sense” 519

would suggest, as most minerals have Kd < 1 for monazite (Montel 1996; Rollinson 1993). 520

The modeled positive correlation (or absence thereof) between SiO2 and LREE also confirms 521

this conclusion. However, real granites define a rather well constrained array in SiO2 vs. 522

LREE diagrams, with a distinct negative correlation and an overall depletion relative to likely 523

sources, demonstrating an (apparent) compatible behavior. This is a major, first order 524

difference that is difficult to explain solely by model imprecision and calls for a more 525

fundamental explanation.526

527
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For the Himalayan leucogranites, that are very REE depleted, it has been proposed (Ayres and 528

Harris 1997) that the REE depletion is an effect of disequilibrium melting, without global 529

equilibration between the liquids and the residual solids. This would allow to trap the REE 530

(and Zr) in monazite and zircon crystals, that never equilibrate with the melt. While this is 531

certainly a plausible explanation for low volume, low temperature granites such as the 532

Miocene Himalayan leucogranites, it seems difficult to use as a general explanation. Indeed, it 533

fails to account for the observed LREE-SiO2 correlation. It is also difficult to imagine that 534

large volumes of granitic melts (like the large batholiths and granitic domes of cordierite-535

bearing material from the Hercynian belt (Ledru, et al. 2001)) could have been formed 536

completely out of equilibrium, especially when they show a continuity with diatexites and 537

metatexites were solids and liquids are intimately intermingled. 538

539

Therefore, I conclude that the “misfit” described here corresponds to a fundamental difference 540

between granites and melts from metasediments; in other words, granites are not (purely) 541

melts; or, if they are, they are melts with a composition evolved away from their source. 542

543

Granites can depart from pure melts either by addition or removal of other material. Added 544

material can include mafic melts (Montel 1996; Montel and Vielzeuf 1997), elements of 545

restite (Chappell and White 1992), or peritectic crystals (garnet) formed by the biotite 546

dehydration-melting reaction (Stevens 2005; Stevens, Villaros and Moyen 2007). As an 547

illustration, I show on Figure 9c-d the effect of “reincorporating” into the melt all the 548

peritectic garnet, whose composition has also been extracted from the pseudosection (for 549

major elements) and calculated as a crystal in equilibrium with the melt (for traces). It can be 550

seen that, for some granites, garnet entrainment can indeed provide an adequate explanation 551

for their departure from melt compositions.552

553
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Removal of material from a granitic magma (fractional or equilibrium crystallization) seems 554

unlikely in cold, felsic magmas, on the ground of their high viscosity, and of the lack of 555

cumulates of balancing composition. On the other hand, layering and intraplutonic variations 556

are a common feature of granitic plutons, suggesting that at least some degree of in-situ 557

differenciation can happen. 558

559

To investigate the effects of this, I calculated a model (using the procedure described in this 560

paper), starting with a bulk composition corresponding, both for major and trace elements, to 561

a model melt generated at 900°C (± 50) and 8.5 kbar (±0.5). The predicted compositions, in 562

particular for the accessory-mineral related elements (Zr, LREE) do show the typical pattern 563

of S-type granites, with the tight negative correlations (Figure 9e-f); the granites follow a 564

trend of progressive magma cooling. This suggests that in-situ differenciation can play a role 565

in S-type granites genesis. Interestingly, the muscovite-bearing granites do correspond to 566

lower temperatures, in good agreement with petrological studies of such rocks (Ayres and 567

Harris 1997; Barbarin 1999; Inger and Harris 1993; Patiño-Douce and Harris 1998; Scaillet, 568

France-Lanord and Le Fort 1990).569

570

Detailed considerations on S-type granites genesis are beyond the scope of this paper, and 571

would anyway require a case by case study. For the purpose of this paper, suffice to say that 572

this shows that this approach is indeed potent enough to be used as a tool for the construction 573

of detailed models of granite geochemistry: it supplies a melt composition, which can be used 574

as a firm base for further interpretations. From our quick calculations, some of the differences 575

between real granites and anatectic melts can be explained by (1) addition of a Fe-Mg and 576

HREE rich component (garnet?)(Stevens, Villaros and Moyen 2007); (2) equilibrium 577

crystallization and solid-melt segregation (during cooling and in-situ fractionation?) resulting 578

in Zr and LREE depletion. 579
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580

581

Discussion582

583

Summary and capacities of the model584

585

This work shows that it is possible to succesfuly couple modeling of major and trace elements 586

contents in anatectic melts, therefore providing a stronger base for the interpretation of 587

geochemical signature of granitoids. The procedure proposed here is relatively flexible; it can 588

be applied to a large range of data, as long as both the melt’s major elements content and 589

modal proportions are available. It can be used simply as a tool to estimate more accurately 590

trace elements in experimental glasses; or applied to compositions empirically interpolated 591

from experiments (Montel 1996; Moyen and Stevens 2006). It can be used in conjunction 592

with any sort of thermodynamical model; here, we applied it to models for crustal melts 593

(Holland and Powell 1998; Holland and Powell 2001; White, Powell and Holland 2001); it 594

could as easily be used with any other melt model, e.g. the “pMELTS” model for mantle 595

melts (Ghiorso, et al. 2002; Ghiorso and Sack 1995). Finally, any improvement in the melts 596

and modal models, either by refining the thermodynamical data, or by empirically correcting 597

the model, will in automatically improve the results of this coupled model.598

599

Problems and limitations of the model600

The approach proposed here suffers from one main limitation: it is critically dependent of the 601

quality of the modal-major elements component of the model. As shown above, the model 602

used here is reasonnably able to predict melt composition for metasediments melt. But the 603
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extrapolation to other systems would require the development of new models (or modification 604

of existing ones), which aren’t currently available. This problem can be relatively easily 605

alleviated: in theory, there is indeed no obstacle to the development of a better 606

thermodynamic model or, failing this, the use of empirical models of mineral proportions and 607

melt chemistry, directly based on extrapolation and interpolation of experimental data. 608

609

In addition, it is important to underline that this model only predicts the composition of melts 610

–not of igneous rocks. Igneous rocks are more complex than simple, primary melts; they 611

correspond to magmas, i.e. mixtures of melts and other elements (bubble, crystals…); 612

furthermore, the melt component itself underwent some transformations since its generation 613

(e.g. fractional crystallization or assimilation). Indeed, the model is unable to account for the 614

composition of existing granitic suites, predicting incorrect (also not completely unrealistic) 615

compositions. This certainly strongly underlines the fact that granites are not primary melts, 616

and that their composition can be affected by other factors, such as entrainment/incorporation 617

of solids, or fractional crystallization from the true melts. Yet, granites geochemistry is 618

related, if only partially, to the primary melt's composition, and therefore this approach allows 619

to put some constrains on what is possible or not. Furthermore, it is certainly possible to 620

expand the model and take into account further processes controlling granite’s geochemistry. 621

622

Modelling other granitoids623

624

Expanding the model to other magmatic liquids is possible, following the same logic, 625

provided some elements are known:626

- A model for melt major elements and restite modal proportions as a function of P and T. 627

This can be either a thermodynamically based model, as shown here; or a more empirical one. 628
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For instance, our recent model for amphibolite melting (Moyen and Stevens 2006) derived its 629

major elements and modal data from direct interpolation of available experimental data. 630

- Partition coefficients for all the involved phases; despite the need for refinement of the 631

existing value, a reasonably large dataset is available (e.g. (Rollinson 1993); see also the 632

GERM project at http://earthref.org). 633

- A model of solubility for the accessory phases playing a role. Depending on the system 634

considered, this could also include allanite and sphene (Cuney and Friedrich 1987); this could 635

prove an obstacle in the near future, since we’re not aware of published models on the 636

solubility of these minerals.637

638

Controls on trace elements contents in melts639

Despite its shortcomings, this model can be used to discuss some general features of 640

granitoids geochemistry. Trace elements contents are controlled by either major or accessory 641

minerals, themselves a function of the P-T conditions of melt formation.642

643

Major vs. accessory minerals control644

645

Three types of trace elements can be defined from this study:646

1. Elements such as Rb or Sr have a repartition which is controlled solely by major 647

elements. For this group, the contents are a function of the mineral 648

appearance/disappearance; they are directly linked to the melting reactions in the 649

system. This also means that such elements can be used to trace the melting history of 650

the source rock and, to some degree, to discuss the P-T conditions of melt formation.651

2. Elements such as LREE or Zr are completely controlled by accessory minerals (resp. 652

monazite and zircon). Their concentration is controlled by accessory solubility at low 653

http://earthref.org/
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temperatures, and they behave as pure incompatible elements, with a concentration 654

controlled by dilution only, at higher temperatures. 655

3. Finally, and in a less expected way, elements such as Y or HREE, which in theory are 656

controlled both by major and accessory minerals, turn out to have a distribution 657

largely a function of the major minerals, the accessory minerals playing only a limited 658

role. This comes from the fact that the high Kd of accessory minerals for these 659

elements are unable to overcome the negligible amounts of this minerals in the 660

system… Therefore, models that do not take into account accessory elements are still 661

a reasonable approximation for this group of elements.662

663

Collectively, it appears that, apart for the accessory-building elements (LREE, Zr), the role of 664

accessory minerals is small or second order compared to this of major minerals. To some 665

degree, this is an “a posteriori” justification of the empirical approach used in trace elements 666

modeling, as described in introduction.667

668

669

Trace elements as a signature of the P-T conditions of melting?670

671

This model predicts that melts generated in different P-T conditions should have significantly 672

different trace elements contents; actually, to some degree, trace elements (REE) can be used 673

to discuss the P-T conditions of melt formation. This approach has been used (Moyen and 674

Stevens 2006) to put some constrains on the origin of the Archaean TTG suite. Here I suggest 675

that it could, with some caution, be used as an empirical geo-barometer for the conditions of 676

generation of granitic melts.677

678
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Granites are not (simply) melts679

680

Finally, a by-product of this study is the demonstration that granites (at least S-types) can not 681

be pure anatectic melts. While this was already suggested by the leucocratic nature of the 682

experimental liquids (compared to real granites) (Montel and Vielzeuf 1997; Stevens, Villaros 683

and Moyen 2007), trace elements (REE in particular) do confirm this conclusion. Here, I 684

showed that e.g. LREE and Zr should display an (apparent) incompatible behavior in anatectic 685

melts (even taking into account the role of accessory minerals), whereas they clearly have an 686

apparent compatible behavior in granites. This demonstrates that S-type granites can not be 687

interpreted as simple melts, and that other processes must have played a significant role in 688

their petrogenesis.689

Conclusions690

691

In this paper, we propose a procedure for calculation of the major and trace elements of 692

granitic melts, as a function of pressure and temperature. This allows to have integrated 693

models of melt composition, bridging the gap between the experimental, major elements 694

orientated studies, and the trace elements geochemistry. This approach is largely automated, 695

in the sense that the only parameter on which the user has to make a decision is the major and 696

trace elements composition of the source –all the melt properties are derived from it.697

698

The predicted melt, for whatever data is available for experimental melts, seems to be in good 699

agreement with observed compositions. The variation of their composition over the P-T space 700

also opens interesting perspectives on the interpretation of granites geochemical signature.701

702
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The differences between granites and the anatectic melts (both modeled and experimental) 703

show that granites can not be regarded as simple, direct melts. While this does to some degree 704

restrict the interest of our modeling, it does not render it useless. In contrary, the complexity 705

of granite’s chemistry underlines the need for good constrains on the melt composition, which 706

is critical to provide a reliable starting point for further modeling. 707

708
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Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of the principle of calculations. Comments in section 865

2.1866

867

Figure 2: Comparison of melt productivities at 10 kbar (melt fraction, F) as a function of 868

temperature (T, °C) between modeled and experimental systems (using the same bulk 869

compositions). The different sources used are listed table 1. In each panel, the grey 870

“band” corresponds to the modeled melt factions, the dots to the experimental values.871

872

Figure 3: Comparison of the major elements chemistries at 10 kbar between modeled and 873

experimental melts, for different sources. The modelled melts are represented by the 874

field of compositions predicted (grey for pelites and hatched for greywackes), whereas 875

individual analyses are given for experimental melts. Molecular values plotted on both 876

diagrams. On (a): A/CNK = molecular Al/Ca+Na+K. On (b): the italicized values 877

below the source reference code correspond to its Na/K ratio. 878

879

Figure 4: Comparison of melt major elements chemistry at 10 kbar, as a function of 880

temperature (T, °C) for modeled and experimental liquids, for two sources: the pelitic 881

Carino gneiss (Vielzeuf and Holloway 1988) and the grauwacky CEV (Montel and 882

Vielzeuf 1997). Elements expressed as weight % oxides, with composition normalized 883

to 100 % anhydrous. In each panel, the grey band represents the modeled liquids, and 884

the dots individual experimental analyses.885

886

Figure 5: Trace elements composition of the modeled melts (normalizations after (Boynton 887

1984; Sun and McDonough 1989)). Note the difference between the pelitic and 888

grauwacky sources (see section 4.1).889

890
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891

Figure 6: 3D perspective representations of the “surfaces” of the melt’s concentration in trace 892

elements in the P-T space; melts are modeled with the CEV major elements 893

composition (Montel and Vielzeuf 1997) and a PAAS (Taylor and McLennan 1985) 894

value for traces. Note that in panels c, e and g, the values plotted are for a calculation 895

without accessory minerals; compare with d, f and h respectively. Appearance and 896

disappearance of either major (biotite, feldspars, garnet) or accessory (zircon, 897

monazite) minerals controls largely the shape of the surfaces. 898

In some case, anomalous points are numerical artifacts, corresponding to points where 899

the Gibbs energy minimization algorithm of PERPLE_X (Conolly 2005) failed to 900

converge, producing erratic results.901

902

Figure 7: Effect of the source’s composition on the melt chemistry at 10 ± 0.5 kbar. The major 903

elements composition for the source is the CEV greywacke (Montel and Vielzeuf 904

1997). Four trace elements compositions were tested, with La and Yb values at either 905

1 to 2 times the Post-Archaean Average Shale (PAAS) (Taylor and McLennan 1985): 906

squares correspond to high La (2 PAAS), circles to low La (PAAS); black symbols to 907

high Yb (2 PAAS), white to low Yb (PAAS). Concentrations expressed in ppm, 908

temperature (T) in °C. Top two panels: elements vs. temperature variation. Bottom 909

panels: evolution of elements ratios.910

911

Figure 8: REE patterns modeled from melts from a CEV source and a 1-PAAS concentration 912

(as in figure 7). The 4 REE diagrams correspond to the 4 quadrants of the P-T space 913

delimited by the thick lines on the P-T diagram, i.e. by the monazite-out (mnz) and 914

garnet-in (grt) curves. Biotite out (bio) also shown for reference. The dashed lines in 915

the PT diagrams depict melt fractions F.916
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917

Figure 9: Comparison between modeled compositions (5-12 kbar) and S-type granites, in 918

element-element (major elements in wt% and traces in ppm) or ternary (molecular, as 919

fig. 3) diagrams. The source composition (PAAS) is also shown when applicable. 920

Panels a and b: modeled compositions (whose field is delimited by solid lines) 921

correspond to the CEV, one-PAAS model used above (Figs. 7-8); for each field, the 922

temperature is indicated on the diagram. Panels c and d: same caption; the stippled 923

field correspond to magmas made of the anatectic melt in which all of the peritectic 924

garnet has been reincorporated. Tie lines with arrows show the resulting “vector”. In 925

the diagrams used here, the temperature has a far less important effect, hence the 926

larger “brackets” of temperature values for each field. Panels e and f: the model used 927

here is the “cooling” model, starting with the major and trace composition of the 928

liquids formed at 850-950 °C and 8-9 kbar from the CEV-1 PAAS model; the 929

resulting compositions are shaded with dotted conturs, and temperatures are also 930

indicated. In all these diagrams, pressure is not a very sensitive parameter, since only 931

P>5 kbar are considered (garnet is therefore always present), and different pressures 932

are therefore not differenciated.933

934

Table 1: Summary of the source composition of experimental studies used in this work. 935

References are: HQ36, Patiño-Douce and Johnston (Patiño-Douce and Johnston 936

1991); Carino gneisses, Vielzeuf and Holloway (Vielzeuf and Holloway 1988); NB, 937

Stevens (Stevens, Clemens and Droop 1997); MBS, Patiño-Douce and Harris (Patiño-938

Douce and Harris 1998); CEV, Montel and Vielzeuf (Montel and Vielzeuf 1997); MS, 939

Patiño-Douce and Harris (Patiño-Douce and Harris 1998) and HP60, Pickering and 940

Johnston (Pickering and Johnston 1998).941

942
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Electronic Supplementary Material, item #1: Excel spreadsheet used for the calculation of the 943

model. Comments are included in the sheet. This file contains only 10 lines to keep its 944

size manageable, but you can add more lines by using the “fill down” command in 945

each sheet. The sheet uses recursive calculations, and will generate a “circular 946

reference found error” unless the “iteration” option is turned on 947

(Tools>options>calculation ; checkbox « iteration ».).948

949

950
951
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Reference SiO2 Al2O3 FeO+MgO Na/k Ca+Na/K
wt. % wt. % wt. % molecular molecular

CEVP Montel and Vielzeuf (1997) 69.99 12.96 7.19 2.08 2.76
MS Patino-Douce and Harris (1998) 75.28 14.29 3.06 1.96 2.34

Greywacke (int.) HP-60 Pickering and Johnston (1998) 77.14 11.2 4.69 0.99 1.29

NB Stevens (1995) 66.33 14.34 11.50 0.44 0.70
MBS Patino-Douce and Harris (1998) 67.03 16.26 7.38 0.68 0.99
Carino Gneiss Vielzeuf and Holloway (1988) 64.35 18.13 8.70 1.10 1.68
HQ-36 Patino-Douce and Johnston (1991) 57.36 23.24 11.31 0.22 0.33

Greywacke

Pelites

Table 1
Click here to download table: Table1.pdf
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Nx 40
Ny 40
xmin 700 xmax 1259.997
ymin 2000.01 ymax 12000
D-x 14.3589
D-y 256.41

K2O(mol) Na2O(mol) MgO(mol) Al2O3(mol)SiO2(mol) CaO(mol) FeO(mol) H2O(mol)
94.2 61.98 40.32 101.94 60.09 56.08 71.85 18.016

Montel's Kd
La Ce Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb

Plg 0.3 0.21 0.14 0.11 5 0.1 0.09
Kf 0.08 0.04 0.035 0.025 4.4 0.025 0.025
Qz 0.012 0.06 0.009 0.008 0.03 0.007 0.007
Bt 0.76 0.86 0.9 1 0.59 0.6 0.7
Sill
Gt 0.001 0.29 0.41 3 0 10 19
Crd 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.06
Opx 0.02 0.008 0.03 0.09 0 0.2 0.36
Sp 0.001 0.002 0.008 0.02 0.002 0.06 0.1
Ap 29 40 57 63 31 58 53
Zrc 0.08 0.26 2.3 12 0 43 75
Mnz 3 6600
Xen 20 130 2600 15300 0 39900

La Ce Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb
Source 38 80 32 5.6 1.1 4.7 0.77
PAAS

38 80 32 5.6 1.1 4.7 0.77
1

SiO2 Al2O3 FeO MgO CaO Na2O K2O H2O

Plg Kf Qz Bt Sill Gt Crd
La 0.3 0.08 0.012 0.76 0.16 0.02
Ce 0.21 0.04 0.06 0.86 0.35 0.03
Nd 0.14 0.035 0.009 0.9 0.53 0.04
Sm 0.11 0.025 0.008 1 3 0.05
Eu 5 4.4 0.03 0.59 1.5 0.07
Gd 0.1 0.025 0.007 0.6 10 0.06
Tb 0.09 0.025 0.007 0.7 19 0.06
Dy 0.07 0.055 0.01 0.5 26 0.07
Er 0.06 0.03 0.011 0.41 38 0.08
Yb 0.06 0.03 0.012 0.32 38 0.09
Lu 0.06 0.033 0.002 0.39 35 0.1
Y 0.04 0.04 0.006 1 34 0.08
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Ba 1.5 10 0.004 6 0 0.002
Rb 0.1 1.5 0.012 3 0 0
Sr 12 12 0.015 0.3 0 0.062
Pb 0.42 1 0.008 0.1 0 0.052
Th 0.03 0.03 0.006 0.3 0.44 0.056
U 0.05 0.05 0.014 0.13 1.9 0.08
Hf 0.06 0.06 0.018 0.5 1 0.166
Zr 0.04 0.04 0.016 0.52 1.2 0.163
Nb 0.02 0.02 0.007 1.3 0.5 0.184
Ta
P 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Sc 0.002 0.002 0.01 5 0.057 0.153
Cr 0 0 0.11 5 2 0.182
Co 0.024 0.024 0.14 80 1.15 2.7

La Ce Nd Sm Gd Th Tb
W/R -260 -116 177 460 750 -572

mol. Wt 138.9 140.12 144.24 150.4 157.25 232.04 158.925

Mnz typique 0.25 0.5 0.15 0.02 0.01 0.07
34.73 70.06 21.64 3.01 1.57 16.24 94.97

143364.8 289248 89325.86 12418.75 6492.185 67059.62 392090.8
20 40 22 5 4 5

pseudo-Kd 7168.239 7231.2 4060.266 2483.751 1623.046 13411.92
Bt 0.76 0.86 0.9 1 0.6 0.3

Subd scheme
0.1 0.75  0.03                      | range and resolution of X(h2o)  
0.0 0.04  0.01                      | range and resolution of X(fo)  
0.0 0.06  0.01                      | range and resolution of X(fa)  
0.0 0.3  0.03                      | range and resolution of X(ab)
0.0 0.09  0.03                      | range and resolution of X(sil)  
0.0 0.06  0.015                      | range and resolution of X(an)  
0.0 0.30  0.05                      | range and resolution of X(ksp)



Dy Er Yb Lu Y Ba Rb Sr Pb
0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.04 1.5 0.1 12 0.42

0.055 0.03 0.03 0.033 0.04 10 1.5 12 1
0.01 0.011 0.012 0.002 0.006 0.004 0.012 0.015 0.008
0.5 0.41 0.32 0.39 1 6 3 0.3 0.1

26 38 38 35 34 0 0 0 0
0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 0.08 0.002 0 0.062 0.052
0.54 1.1 2.3 2.8 0.82 0 0 0 0
0.15 0.35 0.72 0.89 0.24 0.06 0 0.23 0.19

46 34 24 21 42 0 0 20 4.1
126 287 516 643 171 0 0 0 0

3700 1200 440 280 2600 0 0 2 0.5
0 0 0 0

Dy Er Yb Lu Y Ba Rb Sr Pb
4.4 2.9 2.8 0.43 27 650 160 200 20

4.4 2.9 2.8 0.43 27 650 160 200 20

TiO2 Ti in Bt % Ti / ilm
0.75 2.00 0.53

Opx Ilm Zrc Mnz Xen Ap PseudoKd MnzPseudo Kd ZrcOr_bio
0.02 7.1 0.08 20 29 7170 0.76

0.008 7.8 0.26 130 40 7230 0.86
0.03 7.6 2.3 2600 57 4060 0.9
0.09 6.9 12 15300 63 2480 1
0.1 2.5 28 3 0 31 0.59
0.2 6.6 43 39900 58 1620 0.6

0.36 6.5 75 6600 53 0.7
0.54 4.9 126 3700 46 0.5
1.1 4.5 287 1200 34 0.41
2.3 4.1 516 440 24 0.32
2.8 3.6 643 280 21 0.39

0.82 4 171 2600 42 1

Here, we define some constants.



0 0.06 0 0 0 0 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 3
0 0.23 0 2 0 20 0.3
0 0.19 0 0.5 0 4.1 0.1

0.001 7.5 49 1650 3.2 13410 0.3
0.008 3.2 327 1000 2070 1.8 0.13
0.31 3.1 0.004 0.22 0.001 4760 0.5
0.33 3 0.011 0.07 0 4760 0.52
5.3 0.75 1700 0 0 0 1.3

0.1 0 0.1
33 14 3400 0.14 37 0.824 5
83 57 30 0 0 0 5

155 92 2700 0 0.9 800 80

Dy Er Yb Lu Y

162.5 167.26 173.04 174.967 88.906

242.21

1000000.00



Th U Hf Zr Nb Ta P Sc Cr
0.03 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.1 0.002 0
0.03 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.1 0.002 0

0.006 0.014 0.018 0.016 0.007 0.1 0.01 0.11
0.3 0.13 0.5 0.52 1.3 0.1 5 5

0.44 1.9 0 0 0 0.1 0.057 2
0.056 0.08 0.166 0.163 0.184 0.1 0.153 0.182
0.001 0.008 0.31 0.33 5.3 0.1 33 83
0.26 0.43 3.1 3 0.75 0 14 57
3.2 1.8 0.001 0 0 0.824 0
49 327 1700 3400 30

1000 0.004 0.011 0 0.14 0
1650 2070 0.22 0.07 0 37 0

Th U Hf Zr Nb Ta P Sc Cr
14.6 3.1 5 210 19 1.2 700 16 110

ppm
14.6 3.1 5 210 19 1.2 700 16 110

Mnz 0.001 0.001 0.0001 1.00E-04
zrc 0.001 0.0001 0.001 0.0002

Or_Gt Mnz zrc
0.16 7170 0.08 7.33 7.33 0.88 0.88
0.35 7230 0.26 7.58 7.58 1.07 1.07
0.53 4060 2.3 4.59 4.59 0.94 0.94

3 2480 12 5.49 5.48 3.26 3.25
1.5 3 28 1.53 1.50 1.53 1.51
10 1620 43 11.64 11.61 10.19 10.17
19 6600 75 25.64 25.59 19.71 19.67
26 3700 126 29.77 29.68 26.47 26.39
38 1200 287 39.41 39.19 38.37 38.17
38 440 516 38.88 38.45 38.52 38.14
35 280 643 35.85 35.31 35.63 35.15
34 2600 171 36.70 36.58 34.39 34.28



0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0 2 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0 0.5 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.44 13410 49 13.90 13.85 1.83 1.79
1.9 1000 327 3.22 2.93 2.32 2.06

1 0.004 4760 5.76 1.47 5.76 1.95
1.2 0.011 4760 5.96 1.67 5.96 2.15
0.5 0 1700 2.20 0.67 2.20 0.84

0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.1 0 0 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

0.057 0.14 3400 3.46 0.40 3.46 0.74
2 0 30 2.03 2.00 2.03 2.01

1.15 0 2700 3.85 1.42 3.85 1.69



Co
0.024
0.024
0.14

80

1.15
2.7
155
92

800
2700

0
0.9

Co
23

23


